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Celebrate the maddening madness of coin-op gaming as you fight, shoot, frag and explode your way across this one-screen, four-player party brawler. Throw
everything you’ve got at your opponents in one-shot, one-kill matches that last only 25 seconds – and that's it: you’re out of the game. Game Controls: Player 1 -
Inflict damage by constantly attacking Player 2 - Support Player 1 by attacking them and assisting them with secondary attacks Player 3 - Support Player 2 with
the same effects as Player 1 Player 4 - Assisting with Player 2 only Aiming: Hold your Wiimote/Wiimote-like controller in portrait orientation and aim by tilting the
Wiimote left or right to move it diagonally. The Wiimote's typical 4 main buttons are used for attack buttons. Wiimotes with analog sticks can be used as well, so

you're free to choose! Hit boxes: A hit box is where you enter the game screen to represent the entire screen of a 360° game. If your hit box touches an
opponent's hit box (or their actual body) you will deliver a hit to them. Weapon Inefficient: Each weapon has a limited amount of shots and burst shots; you'll want
to use these shots sparingly. Weapon Overshoot: Each weapon has a limited amount of shots and burst shots; you'll want to use these shots sparingly. Explosive

weapons: Each weapon explodes with a limited amount of shots and burst shots; you'll want to use these shots sparingly. Game Modes: Single Player: Single
Player is the main story mode and the game's main focus. It features over 40 levels with multiple entrances, designed so that you can have different experiences

with each round. Local Multiplayer: Up to 4-player couch co-op mode that lets friends play together with the same Wiimote/Wiimote-like controller. In Local
Multiplayer, you can play whatever you want, whenever you want, as long as you play it together with friends. Online Multiplayer: Online Multiplayer is a more
traditional versus mode where anyone can play against one another, no matter who they are in Local Multiplayer. You can challenge friends, people on Game

Center, people from around the world, or people you meet in real life. When you play in Online Multiplayer, you can play together with people from anywhere in
the world and play whatever you want,

Features Key:
It is an entertainment game which comes with two modes: Survival and Endless.

In survival game, you must fend off from rogue bullets, use grenades, shoot missiles, activate other deadly weapons such as Shotgun, Mini Mortar, Bazooka and Flying Seafish as much as you can to survive as long as you can without dying.
In Endless game, you just need to fight as much as you can to reach the high scores.

You may choose to upgrade weapons as you play the game, the choice is yours.
There are two million different weapons, and not all of them are unlocked when you first start the game.

There are three maps to play.
The map used has elements of very close to real space environment for it is based in the Mind Control Space (MC.Space).

The significant and the unique element of the game is its " Bullet Physics System"
Bullet Physics System is the most important thing for this game. It's the reason of its unique Physics effect.

Obtain and use dangerous items to trick or deceive your enemy's defense system.
Don't fire shot till you get the green light, otherwise, the shot becomes ineffective.

There are many situations and life styles for in the game, you will be surprise and entertained.
Use the slow-motion replay system to make your game more enjoyable and easy to see the perfect moves for kill your enemies.

The different weapons will have an explosive effect on gameplay, so be careful when you use them.
Sounds will play when you shoot, move, shoot, or reload a weapon.

Gamepad support! The game features custom input mapping through PC keyboard control. Keyboard hotkeys can be mapped in the input settings.
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